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ABSTRACT Industrial Control Systems monitor, automate, and operate complex infrastructure and pro-
cesses that integrate into critical industrial sectors that affect our daily lives. With the advent of networking
and automation, these systems have moved from being dedicated and independent to centralized corporate
infrastructure. While this has facilitated the monitoring and overall management using traditional detection
methods, Web Application Firewalls or Intrusion Detection Systems has exposed the networks subjecting
them to Behavior-based cybersecurity attacks. Such attacks alter the control flow and processes and have
the malicious ability to alter the functioning of these systems altogether. This research focuses on the
use of process analytics to detect attacks in the industrial control infrastructure systems and compares
the effectiveness of signature-based detection methods. The proposed work presents a pattern recognition
algorithm aptly named as ‘‘Capturing-the-Invisible (CTI)’’ to find the hidden process in industrial control
device logs and detect Behavior-based attacks being performed in real-time.

INDEX TERMS Industrial control systems, cyberattacks, behavior detection, signatures.

I. INTRODUCTION
Industrial Control Systems (ICS) are integrated infrastruc-
tures to control industrial systems distributed over large
geographical areas and locations [1]. These include networks,
sensor devices, and controllers to automate and operate
industrial tasks and processes effectively. Industrial Con-
trol Systems are either Distributed Control Systems (DCS),
Supervisory Control & Data Acquisition (SCADA),
or Hybrid systems that combine the best features of both
the models. These industrial systems are highly important to
arranging critical infrastructure industrial processes that are
core to our lives. Historically, manufacturing and engineering
components are used in operations of generation, distribution,
the transmission of water, energy, food, manufacturing, and
other critical infrastructures [2]. Industrial Control Systems
include management control and data acquisition (SCADA)
systems, distributed control systems (DCS), and other
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control system configurations such as programmable logic
controllers (PLC). ICSs are found in the industrial sectors and
critical infrastructures, such as nuclear and thermal plants,
water treatment facilities, power generation, heavy industries,
and distribution systems. Any compromise to ICS leads to
enormous physical and environmental damage as well as a
danger to human lives. ICS uptime necessitates 100% avail-
ability, which in turn proves difficult and costly to pause or
interrupt for maintenance or patching for security updates [3].
Since ICS relates to physical impacts, the impact of even
small downtime can affect millions [4]. ICS comprises of the
following critical components as shown in Figure 1.

Information Technologies (IT) & Operational Technol-
ogy (OT) include critical software and hardware systems for
the control and monitoring of physical sensor field devices.
IT and OT provide essential, inherent integration and vis-
ibility for supply chain details about logistics, assets, pro-
cesses, and completion times. This provides remote control
and management units with information, thus keeping the
ICS efficient and competitive. However, IT and OT are often
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FIGURE 1. Industrial control systems components.

targeted by cyberattackers, as most of the ICS do not have
stringent security policies or the infrastructure to detect and
monitor cyberattacks [5].
• Human Machine Interface (HMI) provides a graphical
user interface (GUI) application that assists the inter-
action of hardware, control system, human operators
(staff). HMI displays trends, historical and real-time
status from data and logs gathered from the ICS envi-
ronment. MI provides the dashboards to monitor, cus-
tomize, set control points, and establish the operational
parameters required for the day-to-day sensor and con-
troller [6].

• Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is the control
component of the ICS ad that provides process man-
agement. PLC provides supervisory, remote access, and
control to devices such as actuators and sensors [7].

• Remote Terminal Units (RTU) & Master Controller
Units (MTU) are microprocessor-based field devices.
RTU receives commands from the MTU and sends back
the information from the field.

Control Server &Loops host supervisory control systems,
communicate with each low level, on-field control devices
such as PLC and actuators to carry out tasks and complete
processes. The control loop interprets sensor signals, motors,
gears, control valves, breakers, and other electromechanical
devices. Intelligent Electric Device (IED) are smart devices
that acquire data, communicate with other devices to control
and perform local processing automatically. Remote Mainte-
nance & Diagnostics identifies and prevents abnormal oper-
ations or failures and helps to prevent hardware and software
related problems inside ICS.

II. INTEGRATION OF IT AND OT
ICS Infrastructure and networks were initially air-gapped,
and they remained secure from the outside world, majorly
from the insecure Internet. However, this changed in the past
few years as the applications and components, directly or

indirectly communicated over the internet. Most ICS were
set up several decades ago, the legacy systems and applica-
tions running for ICS were computerized that still worked on
proprietary protocols and weak network designs. Advances in
smart sensors, Internet of Things (IoT), andwireless networks
integrated with the use of Operational Technology (OT) and
Information Technology (IT) for leveraging the high speed,
real-time response, and cost-effectiveness. The arrival of new
technologies like Virtualization, Cloud Computing, Software
Defined Networks, Big Data Analytics, IoT, Machine Learn-
ing, and Artificial Intelligence let to a huge improvement in
industrial productivity and system functions. This required
integration of OT and IT with the outside world, mainly
using the Internet. This integration between these is shown
in Figure 2.

ICS performs repetitive and restricted tasks, so under nor-
mal operations, the systems, devices, network, and sensors
record a standardized set of parameters, logs, and processes.
ICS logs compriseof highly sensitive and critical information
that is analyzed to detect major variances and device disrup-
tions in the task control flow or processes of the operational
infrastructure. However, detection and monitoring of low-
level data variance, process delays, or network probe scans
are highly unlikely to be successful using the traditional
signature-based security systems. These new cybersecurity
attacks on ICS can disrupt the sequence of events, processes,
and the control flow [8], [9].

ProcessMining is used traditionally in business operations,
some researchers proposed the use of process mining tech-
niques to detect anomalies in the control flow of industrial
control systems [10]. Business operations focus on the use of
processmining to discover events, monitor non-conformance,
and perform process improvements. This method uses logs
generated by networks, systems, and devices, which have
details for an event and regarding the activity conducted with
a timestamp and an Event ID relating that specific process
instance [11]. Since ICS generates tons of logs, the log traf-
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FIGURE 2. Integration with OT & IT.

FIGURE 3. IT and OT Integration.

fic is routed to various remote monitors and management
control units. As presented in Figure 3, these remote ter-
minal units control the actual field devices, which include
Sensors, Actuators, PLCs, Circuits, Motors, and Pumps.ICS
infrastructures, integrate OT and IT and merge control and
management of devices, operating systems, and software.
This integration results in increased network capabilities and
bandwidth, improved reliability of systems, and efficient log
and data gathering response. However, the advantage also
presents a huge surface area to target for the cyberattackers.

This is mainly due to vulnerabilities inherent in legacy
operating systems, application, centralizing data, and old
control systems models in SCADA as well as introduces

previously unknown vulnerabilities. Advanced level attack
scenarios like behavior-based attacks are monitored and
detected for any malicious or suspicious pattern. These
are flagged as alerts and sent for analysis. Traditional
signature-based security tools monitor and identify only the
pre-listed patterns and known threats and it does not detect
unknown and unidentified suspicious threats. ICS is less
secure against such behavior-based attacks.

III. LITERATURE SURVEY
This section widely discusses the related works on Industrial
Control and Cybersecurity topics. Wang et al. [12] proposed
a software-defined network (SDN) based dynamic cyberse-
curity protections for industrial control systems (ICSs). Their
method involved executing real-time SDN security response
measures such as redirection and isolation. This formed
the security detection response control with moving target
defense. This protected the ICS using SDN topology and port
hopping to deceive and confuse the attackers. This prevents
attacks and protects the ICS in active mode.

Soufian [13] proposed an alternate but practical solu-
tion for basic key security and common security threats
such as Flooding attack and associated risks against indus-
trial automation systems. The author implemented counter-
measures directly at the endpoints irrespective of hardware
devices or deployment platforms. Their solutions proposed
the use of a control algorithm with self-defending control
systems and defense mechanisms.With the increase in data
networking in ICS, cybersecurity challenges have grown into
a critical problem. The use of risk assessment can be vital
for ICS protection. However, the risk propagation model is
difficult to build due to the lack of historical datasets. In 2018,
Zhang et al. [14] presented a Fuzzy Probability Bayesian
Network for dynamic risk assessment. The approach ini-
tially established for prediction and analysis of the propa-
gating cyber risks. To overcome the issue of limited his-
torical data, the use of crisp probabilities is adopted and
replaced with fuzzy probabilities. Experiments conducted on
chemical reactor control systems successfully demonstrated
the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Cybersecurity
attacks on ICS, Industrial IoT, and Industrial 4.0 architec-
tures and infrastructures are increasing every year. Threats
to cybersecurity are mostly discovered after the breach.
Lou et al. [15] proactively analyzed cybersecurity attacks
from the system functionality. Apart from considering confi-
dentiality and availability, the authors also focused functional
and information integrity. During the analysis phase, this
delivered an accurate determination of cybersecurity issues.
The authors conducted a cybersecurity analysis of nuclear
power ICS and presented the final analysis in casual fault
graph and attack models that illustrated possible attack
vectors from the analysis. Gómez et al. [16] generated
reliable anomaly detection for datasets in Railways ICS.
Their methodology consisted of attacks-selection, attack-
deployment, traffic-capture, and feature-computation. The
authors trained several Deep and Machine Learning models
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to detect anomalies and trials to prove that their models have
high precision and suitability for use in real-time produc-
tion systems. Abdelghani [17] presented ICS Security such
as supervisory control and data acquisition implemented in
power transmission networks, stations, and distribution grids.
The authors provided recommendations between ICS and
IT security to avoid intrusion and destruction of industri-
als plants. Lou et al. [18] suggested practical and unique
approaches for verifying the extensiveness and precision of
functional specifications for complex safety ICS. The authors
combined Artificial Intelligence planning techniques with the
formal functional specification. This assisted better analysis
of cybersecurity vulnerabilities.

ICS today face more cybersecurity issues than before,
leading to all the more severe risks in critical infrastructure.
Tomitigate such critical risks, an appropriate security strategy
needs to be developed. However, due to the lack of consider-
ation of the strategy for securing physical and cyber domains,
there remains a gap in the tradeoff between ICS requirements
and security implementation. To overcome such limitations,
Li et al. [19] presented a decision-making approach for intru-
sion response in ICS. They maximized the objective bene-
fit vectors of security, system, and state. Then the closest
solutions to the ideal security strategy were chosen and the
efficiency of the proposed approach demonstrated high value
in a simulated process control ICS. Escudero et al. [20] pro-
vided comprehensive outlines, vision, and views of ICS Secu-
rity for the G-SCOP Center of Research deficiencies. They
gave orientation for designing a behavioral model-based
Intrusion Detection System for equipment degradation and
addressed the limitation of the current approach on a single
supply chain. Angle et al. [21] demonstrated historical exam-
ples of real damage to cyber-physical systems. The authors
analyzed threats posed by software-controlled variable fre-
quency drives (VFDs) and designed a prototype version of
a simulated attack on ubiquitous equipment on ICS. Modern
ICS faces a rising number of cybersecurity issues with the
adoption and integration of information, communications,
and network technologies which leads to severe risks to
infrastructure and assets. Therefore, Li et al. [22] presented
an approach for dynamic impact assessment. This approach
predicted the impact trend for full asset recognition.

The role of cybersecurity assurance is highly critical
for managing trust in smart grid communication systems.
Ogundokun et al. [23] provided innovative risk-based insights
for approaches and baseline to cybersecurity assurance in
smart grid and automation systems. Cybersecurity assurance
baselining is implemented as per security impact levels
to manage the trust. They selected and justified security
assurance controls by using the US Defense Information
Systems Agency’s Security Technical Implementation
Guides for control and selection of national security systems.
Leander et al. [24] discussed the main challenges faced in
ICS and IoT systems concerning cybersecurity. They pre-
sented findings as a flow-control loop applied to a simple
threat model and deduced cybersecurity requirements [25].

This process achieved flexible, efficient, and affordable cost-
effective production for industrial automation of digital trans-
formation in ICS [26], [27].

From the literature review, the key research gaps were
identified and appropriate solutions are proposed to fill these
research gaps, which makes the proposed work novel.

The identified research gaps are presented below:
• Create ICS Process models for human interpreta-
tion: These models can be used as an input for pro-
cess mining activities, such as conformance checking in
device logs and used with process discovery algorithms.

• Application of security conformance checks: Cur-
rently conformance checks are conducted within busi-
ness contexts. This can range from reviewing tasks,
security audits, network security, or baselining security
for IoT and Sensors.

• Selection of Process Discovery algorithms: Use of
Process Discovery can be customized for this research to
detect duplicate tasks, incorrect event sequences, close
looping processes, auto-allocate free resources, and even
detect invisible or silent tasks. Another key area is
identifying application issues and ensure the tasks and
processes run without failure or the wait times, even if
there is no alert generated.

Considering the above-mentioned research gaps, this paper
focuses on the below-mentioned objectives:
• For human interpretation of the ICS Process models,
there is an opportunity to determine the suitability
for best-fit algorithms for the various ICS categories,
each having different or some common features and
capabilities.

• Conformance checks for ICS Security can be resolved
by implementing and integrating the best practices for
each system, network, and device into the ICS Security
Policy. This should include mandatory device logging
and recording, separation of duties for software mod-
ules, and aggregating the device logs to an event collec-
tor for process mining based analysis.

• The authors proposed a new process discovery algo-
rithm that can detect and monitor issues from device
logs without any Alert ID from PLC datasets. The pro-
posed algorithm is named as ‘Capturing-the-Invisible’
algorithm.

IV. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
ICS testbed experimental prototype was designed, as the con-
veyor belt model having PLC hardware, HMI, Raspberry PI,
and infrared barrier sensors. Conveyer belt workflow is man-
aged by the PLC with input sensors providing process infor-
mation as logs for the PLC. The operational system resembled
real conveyor and generated log data representing an indus-
trial setup. To acquire and analyze logs for anomaly detection,
Raspberry Pi is integrated into the testbed, which runs the
cybersecurity attacks. This generated data attack traffic of
anomaly detection with known and unknown classification,
and even alerts. The overall workflow, events are controlled
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TABLE 1. Process model sequence and log event activities.

FIGURE 4. End to End workflow for industrial control systems.

and managed by Siemens PLC. For comparing the logs with
existing models, the connected network, physical compo-
nents of the experimental setup with sensors connected to the
logic controllers, and the external cyber network are shown
in Figure 4.

In this research work, cyberattacks were performed to
create and record datasets from two industry-standard ICS
PLC devices as mentioned below. The intent of performing
attacks on both datasets was to disrupt or change the standard
running industrial processes and tasks in the PLCs.

• The First dataset was generated from Siemens
S7-1200, this dataset logged control data device logs,
normal network traffic packets, processes, and attack
data from cyberattacks. These cyberattacks involved in
several unique attacks, which mainly include injection
and flooding attacks.

• The Second dataset was generated from National Instru-
ments NI-cRIO-9074, this dataset comprised device logs
and network packet captures. This covered the normal
behavior of devices and processes and attack traffic from
cyberattacks.

To compare the CTI Algorithm with existing processes min-
ing discovery approaches, the following investigations were
proposed:

• Process models generated by the CTI algorithm were
analyzed as per the modeling algorithm requirements.

• Compared and contrasted the process model generated
by each algorithm, matching with the ICS modeling
requirements identified from the previous work.

• Imported process models generated by the CTI algo-
rithm into the process of mining toolkit and conducted
process mining conformance checks. This compared the
process model generated by the CTI algorithm with the
models generated by the process discovery algorithms
on the two datasets.

• Results of conformance checks are compared with
existing process mining algorithms to determine if the
CTI algorithm can build a new model that identifies
anomalous events in ICS device logs.

For the process model, the sequence of events in the first
iteration is (A, B, D) and for the second iteration process,
the sequence of events is (A, C, D). This is represented in
the Petri-net process model that maps the processes control
flow. This process of modeling and discovering the sequence
of events is applied to ICS tasks to discover hidden attacks
and process models on the control flow of the ICS process.
For implementing the process discovery algorithm, an Alpha
algorithm was implemented. This starts with a set of activ-
ities T, event log (L) overthe event (A) →L∈B(A ∗), and
(a, b∈A) as shown in Table 1.

A. CAPTURING-THE-INVISIBLE (CTI) ALGORITHM
The focus is to design the new algorithm to discover a process
model that can be adapted for use in process mining based
toolkit. Input for the CTI algorithm includes logs from the
ICS devices and the output of the algorithm is the process
model in Petri-net form. CTI algorithm depends on certain
assumptions discussed below.

• It is assumed that the input is a complete device log
that contains an ordered list of items in the order the
items were recorded by the HMI and ICS devices. The
sequence needs to be consistent.

• It is assumed that the log consists of at least one times-
tamp and one item. The timestamp is used for ordering.

• For two items with similar timestamps, the sequence
is maintained in the same order in which the logs are
recorded.

In this work, the proposed CTI algorithm is presented using
various stages, each performing different tasks.

For the CTI algorithm, the new process mining anomaly
is validated, and then the detection method identifies vari-
ances and anomalies including cyberattacks in two datasets.
Logs are generated from industry-standard industrial control
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TABLE 2. Comparing algorithms (anomalies detected, conformance & time taken).

system devices, one from Siemens and other from National
Instruments.

The device logs are transformed into event logs and similar
events are paired. From these events, unique pairs are dis-
covered and followed after each event. Further, events in the
loop are discovered. Finally, silent and hidden transitions are
discovered. Various stages of the proposed CTI algorithm are
discussed below.

Stage 1 Algorithm to Transform ICS Device Logs into Event
Logs
# Input Data: Device Log from ICS
# Output Result: Pre-processed Event Log for Process
Mining
START

initialize;
while!EOL

# Not End of Device Log File
do
read log rows;
for rows in device log
do

# Remove noise data
Removeε Non-event Records();

Remove εFiltered Attributes();
# Add required Case Identifiers and

Human/Staff names
Add ε Case-ID();
Add ε Operator-Staff-Names();
# Display output

print (‘‘Non-events and Filtered attributes removed.’’)
print (‘‘Added Case IDs and Staff Names.’’)
Collate ε Log();

end
end
END

Five different stages for the proposed CTI algorithm is
presented for the events describing behavior with inputs from

Stage 2 Algorithm Module to Create Event Log Pairs
# Input Data: Device Log from ICS
# Output Result: Set of unique pairs
START

A = set of activities (a));
P = set of pairs (p);
LI = last activity;
P ε Ø;
LI ε Ø;

for all a 2 A do
(p) = {(LI, a) };

LI = a;
end
Uniq(p) = set of all unique pairs (p);
Uniq(p) = Ø;
for all p ε P do

if (p) !ε Uniq(p) then
Uniq(p) ≤ {p};

else
Pass;

end
END

the device logs for two datasets. Given our working example,
the output of this stage is presented as a set of events, in the
form of e = (iP, T, oP). An example can be, of the set L = A,
B, C, D, E and the series of events ((p1, A, p2), (p2, B, p3),
(p3, C, p4),(p4, D, p5), (p5, E, p6)).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The process models are evaluated using the CTI algorithm
and compared with models generated with extensively used
process discovery algorithms. The CTI algorithm is evaluated
using pre-identified core capabilities and requirements of
process discovery algorithms. Validation of the process mod-
els discovered is conducted from the two generated datasets.
The requirement included the ability to discover invisible or
duplicate tasks, event sequences, loops, and the unlabeled
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Stage 3 Algorithm Module to Discover Sequence Events
# Input Data: Uniq(p) is set of pairs
# Output Result: Marking Sets
START
(p) = {(a1, a2)}
M = set of all events e = (iP, T, oP);
S = set of all valid events;
C(P)= Counter for (iP, oP);
S = Ø;
C(P)= Ø;
for all p ε Uniq(P) do
if a1 !ε S then

if a2 !ε S then
M U {(iP, a1, oP)};
S U {a1};
CP++M {(iP, a2, oP)};

S U {a2};
CP++;
else
Pass;

end
else
Pass;

end
END

Stage 4 Algorithm Module to Discover Looping Event Logs
# Input Data: Uniq(p) where Uniq(p) is a set of pairs
(p) = {(a1, a2) }
# Output Result: Marking with loop set
START
M = set of events e = (iP, T, oP);
S = set of all seen events;
C(p) = counter for iP, oP;
S = Ø;
C(P)= Ø;
for all p ε UP do

if a1 !ε S then
if a2 ε S then
for e ε M do

if a2 U M then
Pi = e(iP );

end
M U {(iP, a1, Pi)};
CP++
end
else

Pass;
end

else
Pass;

end
END

Stage 5 Algorithm Module to Discover Silent and Hidden
Transitions
# Input Data: Uniq(P) where Uniq(P) is set of pairs
(p) = {(a1, a2)}
# Output Result: Silent and hidden transitions
START
M = set of events e = (iP, T, oP);
S = set of all seen events;
C(P) = counter for iP, oP;
C 0 counter for 0;
C= Ø;
for all p ε Uniq(P) do
if a1, a2 ε S then
for all ε 2 M do
if iP = oP then
M U {(a1(oP), ρe, a2(oP))};
CP++

else
Pass;

end
end
else
Pass;

end
END

event identifier. Two process models were identified when
using our algorithm while none is found from other state-
of-art algorithms. This indicated that the proposed algorithm
discovers event sequences, unique item pairs, and events,
as shown in Table 2. Process models having invisible tasks
are discovered by the CTI algorithm. These silent tasks pass
through the model in forwarding or backward pathways in
first level check. The proposed process discovery algorithm
discovered process models from device logs without the use
of Case Identifier or Alert generation with using the Siemens
PLC hardware. Figure 5 represents the graphical representa-
tion of obtained results which indicates that the CTI algorithm
is producing better results.

Results displayed from Table 3 show that the CTI algo-
rithm delivers better results for both true positive and
false negative conformances with the same requirements
and inputs for inductive miner algorithms. Results for this
check are obtained by comparing the IM algorithm and the
CTI algorithm for true and false conformance. A graphical
representation for first level conformance can be seen from
Figure 6 which depicts the second level of conformance
outputs.

The second level of conformance check results using
event log from National Instruments dataset with Inductive
Miner algorithm is presented in Table 4. The same exper-
iment is repeated with the process model generated by the
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FIGURE 5. Performance comparison between CTI and other algorithms.

FIGURE 6. First level conformance comparison in terms of true positive and false negative for CTI and IM
algorithm.

TABLE 3. First level of conformance check results for inductive miner & cti algorithm.

CTI algorithm. Results of the second-level conformance
check also show the trend that the CTI algorithm is better and
efficient as compared to the in-use InductiveMiner algorithm.
Figure 7 shows the second level conformance comparison

in terms of true positive and false negative for CTI and
IM Algorithm.

From the results, when repeating dataset event logs and
experiments with the CTI algorithm, better results are dis-
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TABLE 4. Second level of conformance check results for inductive miner and CTI algorithm.

FIGURE 7. Second level conformance comparison in terms of true positive and false negative for CTI and
IM algorithm.

played as compared to an existing, in-use algorithm. This
validates the proposed method for discovering hidden tasks
in ICS system networks. On comparing the process models,
the new process shows significantly reduced variances as
compared to others.

VI. CONCLUSION
Industrial Control Systems have migrated from being ded-
icated, air-gapped, centralized infrastructures and have
adopted the distributed, corporate systems accessible via
the Internet. Although the efficiency, speed, precision qual-
ity is increased, this has exposed ICS to the unsecured
Internet. This brings the infrastructure open to cybersecu-
rity attacks. By performing process mining for processes
and tasks in ICS, tasks and log event discovery were
evaluated to determine process behavior attacks and mod-
eling. Conformance checking activities are performed to
validate deviations. The demonstrated result shows that
the proposed new ‘Capturing the Invisible’ (CTI) algo-
rithm detected cybersecurity attacks efficiently as com-
pared to other algorithms for Industrial Control Systems.
The future work will comprise of prototypes for improv-
ing the attack vector classification process by increas-
ing the process mining spectrum for behavior detection
and including more, sophisticated, and advanced persistent
cyberattacks.
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